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FacuIty-Student-Staff R etreat Results
January 24, 1976

(McKinney photo)
liaison Committee luncheon with Board of Visitors

Board Of Visitors Meets
February 5 And 6
The board of Visitors met
Thursday and Friday. February
5 and 6. As stated in the Role of
the I,ongwood College Board of
Visitors, the Board "is the
policymaking body for the
college. It has the responsibility
of the management of the college,
including supervision of all
property, the expenditure nf all
funds, and the formation of
regulations and policies. The
board appoints the President and
approves appointments of all
administrative and
facultv
members, sets tuition fees or
other necessary charges, and has
the right to confer degrees.
The Board delegates to the
President the responsibility for
the day-to-day operation of the
college within the policies
established by the Board.
Various components of the
college community share in
administering
this
responsibility."
On Friday, the student liaison
committee had a luncheon with
the Board's liaison committee,
and
various
topics
were
discussed and ideas shared. Most
of the discussions centered
around areas of concern at the
recent retreat, with any progress
in each matter noted.
While on campus, the Board
also met with the Foundation
Board. This body "was organized
to provide a private source of
financial assistance that would

assist longwood College in those
areas of need in which State
funds were not available or could
not be committed. These areas of
need would add quality to
existing programs or initiate new
programs that would benefit the
entire college community It is
stated in Paragraph 2 (ni of the
Articles of Incorporation 'to aid.
strengthen and extend in every
proper and useful manner the
work, service, and objectives of
I,ongwood College now located in
Farmville, Virginia, and to
develop, strengthen, and utilize
the ties of interest and sympathy
between long wood College and
its alumni, faculty, friends, and
others throughout the world.'
The current role of the
Foundation is to encourage the
faculty, through grants, to
improve
their
classroom
instruction or to assist them in
continued study and research to
enhance their own effectiveness.
The Foundation also endeavors to
assist in attracting student
scholars and assist current
students in financial emergency
situations.
The
Foundation
;dso
participates
in
supporting
programs of a cultural nature
that would not otherwise be
available, which not only benfit
the students but are open to the
public as well. (Reprinted from
longwood College Foundation.
Inc.)

(McKinney photo)
Luncheon with the Board of Visitors and Foundation Board

Student Evaluation
Of Faculty Members
1. Evaluation Committee should
study the evaluation programs of
other schools. Evaluation forms
should be made mandatory and
returned to the department
chairman. If the evaluation
forms are not made mandatory,
the standard forms should be
eliminated and the evaluation
should be left up to the individual
faculty member. In either ease,
the faculty member should be
shown these forms.
2. The end of the semester is too
late for evaluations to be
effective. Departments should
make up their own evaluation
forms. Are evaluations used in
regard to tenure?
3. If a professor does not hand out
evaluation forms, a student
should be able to go by the
department head and fill one out
4
The importance of the
evaluations needs to be stressed
more. Run an article in the
Rotunda
concerning
the
seriousness
of
teacher
evaluations. The importance of
the forms should also be stressed
at faculty meetings. Follow a
procedure of giving them out
every semester.
5. Have an evaluation given out
at the beginning of the semester
so students may express what
they plan to get from the course.
Have one final evaluation at the
end of the semester and let
someone write up a profile of the
general feeling of the class.
There is always a problem of
honesty if a student knows she
will have the teacher again.
6.
The evaluations should be
mandatory for the professors but
not for the students. Students'
signature should be optional.
7.
Require prof, to distribute
forms once a year to each class
taught. More space on the forms
for comments. Prof, should have
a suggestion box during the
semester so students don't have
to wait til the end of the semester
to initiate improvement. Make it
known to graduates that they can
write letters to department heads
or to the Dean.
8. Cioingto talk with the prof, is a
very effective means to evaluate
a prof. Forms should be more
specialized to suit the various
subjects and course activities. If
evaluations are mandatory for
the faculty, they should be
mandatory for the students, too.
9. Tally the evaluation results on
the computer. Add information to
the computer every semester so
that there will be a more
complete picture of the prof
through the years.
10. Have a special form available
in the Dean's office or the dept
Chairman's office for a student to
fill in on a teacher that he doesn't
want to include in the teacher's
evaluation.
11. Publish a list of facultv

members and students who don't
use the evaluation forms
12. The forms used now are
ambiguous, and very dependent
upon
the
student's
own
interpretation of what is "fair",
•'excellent" etc. The evaluations
might be more effective if they

were more subjective.
Pay Or Academic Credit
For Organizational Work

1. NO THANK YOU!!!
2.
A
difficult
topic
to
evaluate
the
organizational
work should IM> done for the
personal
enjoyment
and
attainment and not for credit or
pay
3.
Create a
formalized
committee to study this issue. It
would relieve course load. It
would have to be consistent in
following through on the job.
4. It is a possibility for team
members for P.E., publications.
pay for field work, only if a
person would have to hired to do
their job.
5. We already do get credit,
essentially: poise, leadership,
challenges.
fi. leave it as it is. It would be
good to have a class or seminar in
leadership.
7. Perhaps it would be beneficial
to set up a class for student
leaders or even prospective
leaders. Thev would have a
chance to share experiences and
reflect upon them
College
personnel could help lead
discussions and advise or even
explain the mechanics nf such
things as contracts This class
would be taken in conjunction
with the students' leadership
responsibility, could he an
elective and therefore it could be
taken pass-fail. It would lighten
the academic load as well as add
a new dimension to the student's
job.
Absentee Policy

1. We are opposed to mandatory
attendance. We feel that a
teacher should be required to

give in writing. In their students
their absentee policy
2. It seems impossible to have a
school wide policy. No matter
what the policy is. there will be
someone to disagree with it The
teacher's policy should be in
writing and should be up In date
'.\. Whatever the policy is. it will
have to be a compromise between
the faculty and the students. The
infirmary list was an expense,
often not accurate, and often not
used by the faeulh
4. Students should make an effort
to attend class Keep the free da\
before exams
no registration,
F,nglish exams, etc
5. Urge the prof, lo be definite in
their policies and state what's
expected and stick by it. If it is in
writing, there won't be am spin
of the moment conflicts
fi. Various classes require more
regular class attendance. Rx. the
activity classes and discussion
dass. Have different policy for
Fresh, than for upper-classmen.
The idea of 3 cuts per semester
has a lot to sav for it
7. CI ARITY. Does a prof have
the Derogative to make up his
own cut policy, or is the "college
policy" stated in the handbook
supposed to be applied to every
class'' College as a whole should
have a uniform cut policy, but not
necessarily the college policy ait now stands. Approve of current

policy.
Freshman Orientation
1. Some of the activities which
are currently scheduled for the
first
few days should be
postponed into the first week or
ten days of classes. Orientation
leaders are really needed during
this first week. Postpone the

Colleague Banquet.
2
(let the Day and Transfers
together in one group and eet
then'
involved.
Academic
orientation was very helpful
Need to dramatize the Honor
'ode more
try the Mock trial
(Continued on Page 6)
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Donna Irlenc Norton
1618 Center Avenue
Charlottcsville, Virginia
February 4, 1956— February 1, 1976

While at Longwood, Donna was an elementary
•A education major. She acted as a student assistant
fi this past semester, and she was an Alpha Gamma
& Delta pledge.
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Advancement Or
Mediocrity: It's

Up To You
This past week, without any pomp or grandeur, the
Board of Visitors convened to discuss matters of
concern to Longwood College. Many students do not
realize the importance of these eleven people — they
arc the governing hody over everyone. It was the
Hoard who gave the final approval to the extension of
open house hours. It was the Board who finalized the
rules concerning alcohol privileges. Above all, it was
the Board who agreed for Longwood to make the
switch to coeducation. So, they are not to be taken
lightly. Few also realize that these people donate their
time and efforts for the sake of the college — their only
reward is the degree of personal satisfaction that is
being talked about so much these days. Their busy
schedule and the fact that the Board as a group meets
only four times a year lends to criticisms that many
issues m ight be overlooked for the sake of time. This is
the basic reasoning behind the formation of a student
liaison committee — to bring up for discussion those
topics that might be pushed aside as well as those of
major significance. Meetings

are informal, and

because it is by no means a policy making group,
members are free to speak as they please. The degree
of communication between students and the Board of
Visitors has grown from virtually none at all to a
potential for a high degree of success. One area of
improvement in the effectiveness of the committees
will be to schedule the liaison meeting before the Board
begins its actual discussions. This time the luncheon
was the last event on the agenda, and even though the
ideas shared were good, the Board will not be aware of
the talks until the meeting in May.
Each member has an interest in Longwood. By
airing complaints and overall opinions, the liaison
committee can get student feelings across, and the
Board wants to know what is going on. The liaison
committee is one way to do this. However, this is not
enough. Kach Board member receives a copy of each
Rotunda — which supposedly is the

"voice" of

Longwood. By submitting letters to the editor, commentaries and forums, students can make certain that
issues are made known, and the Board members will
have .it least been exposed to the realities. Without
student input, though, the

Rotunda will become a

mediocre paper with only straight news articles.
Without articles that stir up emotions and bring
responses, everything will remain at a standstill.
There is good potential for change, if taken advantage
Of. II the majority on campus became genuinely involved in just one organization or issue, many improvements could be made. As it now stands, the same
few do everything and the remainder gripe that there
are never any new faces. It's up to you — change for
the better or submit to mediocrity.

(]ommentary I

The Honor Code Can Exist In Name,
But It Needs Student Support To Survive
came to longwood, but it since you. I want to show you it is as
has been one of the reasons I've much your responsibility as it is
stayed. It may well be one of the mine. I want you to ache as I
reasons some fellow students ache- cry as I cry at the
have left. If you do not believe in misunderstanding of it all. Can
"Never suppose, that in any the Honor Code and you stay at you believe? Can you find the life
possible situation, or under any
longwood College, don't scream within yourselves that would
circumstances, that it is best for when thunder clouds are around make you do the honorable
you to do a dishonorable thing, you. Ignorance or negligence is thing? The Bonor Code is
however slightly so it may no excusesomething to believe in but it
appear to you." (Thomas
The Honor Code includes must be lived and acted upon.
.Jefferson)
"The measure of a student's
Marc Antony accused Brutus stealing, lying and plagiarism, as respect for the system and her
of being a "most honorable well as cheating. Don't complain college is the extent to which she
man," I do not claim that any of that "she got away with it and I is willing to uphold these
you nor do I see myself as got caught. It isn't fair." If responsibilities." iHandbook,
honorable, yet. I would charge you've seen an infraction of the page 81)
you to do the "honorable thing." I Honor Code it is your duty to
Your comments are welcomed
am hence a proclaimer of honor report it as much as it would he
I live at 126 Wheeler. Come by
I attempt to do the honorable mine. All of us signed this anytime.
thing and yet I myself am not statement; "...nor am I aware of
any infracction of the Honor
honorable.
It is stated in the handbook, Code." Now we must live it.
Actions Of
It is your Honor Code. It is not a
page 81, and I quote: "The honor
The Board
Code requires that the student be puppet manipulated by members
not only responsible for her <>wn of the- Judicial Board. We are
Of Visitors
conduct, but that she report any here as your representatives. As
infraction of the Honor Code." we represent you - can you The following actions were taken
Neglect of this responsibility is in support us? Can you believe what by the Board of Visitors at its
itself an infraction of the Honor we believe'' We should be one
meetings on February 5 and 6.
Only if you support the Honor 1976.
Code.
The Honor Code and the strong Code here at longwood College A.
Approval
<>f
the
belief that reigns over this can it be real. I believe in it, and I recommendation
that
thr
campus is not one of the reasons I so much want to make it real to Faculty I iaison Committee of the
Board would normally try to
meet with the President's
Advisory Committee, elected bv
the faculty, at each Board
meeting.
B.
The Faculty I iaison
Committee of the Board met with
representatives
of
the
President's Advisory Committee.
Beginning February 18, the
itotunda will
The need for sabbaticals was
feature a question and answer column by Dr.
discussed.
C.
Approval
<>f
'he
Henry I. Willett, president of Longwood College.
recon'mendation
for
the
grantinr
Students with questions concerning college policies
of performance scholarships.
and issues may call the editor Monday through
P. Discussed in detail plans for
Friday at 392-9245. Names of those submitting
the
implementation
<>f
questions will not be required, and it will be left to
coeducation, including housiti"
the discretion of Dr. Willett and the editor as to the
freshman male students <m first
suitability of the questions. It is hoped that students
floor Tabb and first floor South
will take advantage of this column in a helpful way.
Cunningham if needed, and
If taken seriously, it will be a liaison between
upperclass male students or
students and the administration and will be
second floor Frazer.
profitable to everyone. The column will be entitled
F.
Approval
of
the
recommendation by the Vice
"Longwood Listens."
President for Academic Affairs
and the President to reallocate
the discipline of economics to the
Department of Business on a twoyear trial basis, changing the
name of that department to
Department of Business and
Fronomics.
F. The board of directors of the
longwood College Foundation.
Inc. met with the
Board of
l§39
Visitors to d'seuss the private
funding needs of the College
(i. The Board of Visitors and the
Foundation board heard ;i
presentation on the Introduction
of the .larman Society. This
EDITOR
society will recognize the
CIRCULATION
College's
most loyal and
Ellen Cassada
Thalia Gerachis
I'enerous alumni and friends.
Tricia Brown
BUSINESS MANAGER
Membership will he limited t>
Ginny I-oving
those patrons who contribute
Sally Graham
PHOTOGRAPHERS
$1,000 or more a year through thLiz Phelps
TYPISTS
Foundation.
(Jinny Loving
Tricia Brown
Ms. McKinney
JThoniMetheny
Cathy Hite
LAY-OUTS
ADVERTISING
Karen Foster
THE ROTUNDA
Betty Vaughan
Anita Bivard
Anita Bivard
Maureen Banley
IS IN NEED
Debbie Campbell
By DONNA I .OWE.
Student Representative to
Judicial Rnard From
Sophomore Class. I Human)

LongWOOd ListeilS-

THE ROTUNDA
Established

1920

^

JEFF

REPORTERS
Martha McCotter, Jo I^ili, Maureen Hanley, Storm Topping,
Jean Possnack. I^ura Moy, Sue Rible, Diane Harwood, Penny
Robinson, Thorn Metheny, Lynn Sullivan, Thalia Gerachis,
Dianne Quinn. Pattl K. Chapman
Opinions expressed are those of the weekly editorial board and
its columnists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
student body or the administration.

OF
REPORTERS
CALL 392-9245
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Odessy Of Ebony Experience'

Theme Of Black Culture Week
By STORM TOPPING
The "Messy of the Ebony
Experience" is the central theme
of the Black Culture Week,
sponsored by the longwood AfroAmerican Student Alliance.
Beginning February 9th with an
experimental
college,
and
concluding with a black choral
concert February 15th. Rlack
Culture Week was created and
organized to acquaint everyone
with the black experience.
Starting the week's activities
will be an experimental college
held in the Commons Room at
I-ankford. Persons attendinu the
"college"
will
have
the
opportunity to sec various
cosmetic techiniques of the black
woman put into use. Wygal is the
place where the next activity
will be held on February 10th
"Disco-City" will be the setting nf
a black variety show, feat urine
singing and dancing. Also
included in the program will be
poetry readings, and other
talents: performed by members
of theA.A.S.A. On February 11th.
Father
Milton
Gav
from

Washington. D. C. will be on hand
at 7:30 in the Honors Council
Room. He will offer a talk dealing
with the black experiments
And extra addition to Rlack
Culture Week will be a play
entitled "Man on the Mountain"
written by Longwood's own
•lacqui Singleton will be
performed at 7:30 in Jarman
Studio.
The Afro-American Student
Alliance
is
hosting
the
Valentine's Day dance at
lankford, on February 14th. The
dance, featuring the "improvised
Sound," a local Fnrmville band
is open to anyone wishing to
attend.
Ending the events of Rlack
Culture Week will be a black
gospel choir concert on February
15th in Wygal,
Valerie Davis, president of the
Afro-American Student Alliance,
and Connie Rarber. Chairwoman
of Rlack Culture Week both
extend an invitation to all to join
then* on the "Odessy of the
Fbony Experience".
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A FRO-AMERICAN ALLTANCE-Black Culture Week: February 9 at
7:30 p.m. in Commons 'Room.
Variety Show (Afro-American Alliance) Tuesday, Feb. 10
8 p.m. in Wygal.
Speaker:
(Afro-American Alliance) Wed., Feb. 11 at 8p.m.
in ABC Rooms.
BANQUET:Afro-American Alliance - February 12 at 8 p.m. in
Banquet Room.
PLAT: - (Afro-American Alliance) Febr
8 p.m. in
Downstairs Theatre in Jarman.
BLACK CULTURE WEEK DANCE in Gold Room on F
■ try I lift p.m. to 1 a.m. ir.o beer so.
BLACK CULTURE WEEK CHOIR CONCERT - February 5 at 7 p.m. in
On"!'* ^--r..
Residence Board
Provides Minutes
For February 2
Emily

Bnrgwyn,

Viet

Chairman of Legislative Hoard.

explained the amendments of the
Student (iovemment Association
Constitution which will he voted
on later
Vice Chairman's Report: Carol

I .ewis
The Dining

Mall

Committee

Meeting, scheduled for Feburarv
5. has been canceled and
rescheduled for February 10,
1976.

New Business.
1. Plans are being made for a

Dean Heintz Discusses Coeducation

meeting with the Head Residents
2. Recommendations for

At Legislative Board Meeting

Advisors were made
3. Vickie Faster read fl note nf
gratification fron Doris RoHnott
to the Board.

Ry MARY I.OIISF PARRIS
0

Where will the men sleep Hew
many are coming0 What about
Open House rules for them and
their guests0 These and mamother questions about the coeducation of longwood were
discussed at the Legislative
Board meeting. Mondav Feb. 2
Dean Heintz. guest speaker at the
meeting,
encouraged
the
representatives to ask questions,
as well as provide suggestions for
solutions. As for where the men
students will be housed next year.
Dean Heintz made it clear that no
decision had yet been made, but
she did say approximately 50-100
resident male students were
expected for the 1976 fall
semester. Some represtnatives
were in favor of housing male
students in every
dorm, but
others were in opposition, saying
there should be a choice offered
between co-ed and all women
dorms. Dean Heintz assured the
representatives that there would
be both co-ed and women-only
dorms and the choice would be
left up to the individual. The
question of housing the freshman
men
and
upperclass men
separately, just as the freshmen
and upperclasses are now
separately
housed.
wai
discussed. Dean Heintz said the
men students would probably be
housed on the first floors of
whichever dorm or dorms were
chosen. Dean Heintz informed us
that a definite decision would be
made on where the men would be
housed within the next week to 10
days and she urged anyone with
suggestions to come and talk
them over with her. Dean Heintz
felt that the student body should
take
active
interest
and
participation in adapting the
system for co-education. As for
rules the male students would
have to follow. Dean Heintz
remarked that if a rule isn't fair
or appropriate for one segment of
students, then it is likely that it
isn't fair for the rest of the
students. She could not accept a
double standard of rules or
admissions for male and female

students.
Dean Heintz also brought out
the fact that ARA Slater, as a
result of the Dining Hall
Committee's questions, is lookinc
into other systems of seating and
serving meals for students
Continuous seating, as is
practiced during Oktoberfest.
was one proposal generally liked
by most representatives. Some
advantages to this sytem were
mentioned, such as being able t<>
fit more classes into a day, being
able to select a time to eat instead
of having to come at a specific
time and having the chance to
know more people other than the
eight assigned to your table.
Susann Smith, chairman of
legislative Roard. thanked Dean
Heintz for coming and sharing
developments with the members.
Other business was brought
before the legislative Roard for
action. A proposal to plant a tree
at the Ricentennial Park in
memory of Donna Norton mil
unanimously approved. Rrenda
Chisolm was appointed by
Susann as senior representative
of the Student Liaison Committee
for this semester. Susann
reminded the group to inform
others to lock their rooms
because of the increased amount
of stealing. If anything had been
stolen, the correct procedure of
filling out a stolen article report
and making sure it reached your
dorm president or a Judicial
Roard member should be
followed.
Susann said the legislative
Roard would vote on several
amendments to the Student
Government
Association's
Constitution at the next meeting
and announced that Dr. Willett
would be present to answer more
questions about co-education and
other topics. Any student having
questions or suggestions is
always welcome to come to
legislative Roard Meetings. The
meetings are every Monday night
at 7:00 aid locations of the
meetings are posted on the
bulletin boards outside the dining
hall and throughout the campus.

Spaghetti Buffet
To Benefit
Heart Campaign
A spaghetti buffet dinner for

Wesley Foundation To Sponsor
Lecture On Women Today
By Wendy Rlack well
Wesley
Foundation
is
sponsoring the visit of Sister
Frances Flanagan to longwood
February 11-12. She will be
speaking Wednesday February
11 at 7 p.m. on "Sonw Biblical
Reflections on the liberation
Movements of Our Day." She
will also be the guest speaker at a
luncheon Thursday at 12:05 p.m.
Her topic will bo "The Impact of
Contemporary Biblical Criticism
of the Ministry and Ordination of
Women in the Chureh". Persons
wishing to attend the luncheon
should sign up at the Weslev
Center, 204 High Street, or in the
New Smoker.
Sister Flanagan is presently
Associate Chaplain at the
Newman
Center
for
the
University State College of New
York at Buffalo. She received her
B.A. from Canisius College: her
M.A. in theology from SI.
Bonaventure University and her
M.A. in Higher Education from
Niagara Universitv. She has also
attended Marquette Universitv.
and theology institutes at
Woodstock, Maryland.
From 1938 to 1953, she was the

principal of a demonstration
school for teacher training. Sh<was Dean of Studies of the
Institutional Branch of Kosan
Hill College from 1957 to 19T.7. HIT
teaching experience on th<'
college or university level
includes theology at Rosary Hill
College, Niagara University and
Canisius College and behavior
science (human growth and
development) at University State
College at Buffalo.
Sister Flanagan has traveled
extensively in the United States.
Canada, the British Isles,
Western
Europe.
Lebanon.
Israel. Egypt. Turkev and
Cypress.
Her
publications
include a pamphlet for Pflauin
Publishing Company on the
teaching of current events and a
geography book for Doublerlav
Publidhing Company. She is a
member of the Thcta Chapter of
Delta
Kappa
Gamma
International.
Wesley Foundation would like
to invite the student body,
faculty, administration and
entire community to attend Sister
Flanagan's talks Refreshments
will be provided on Wednesrlav
night.

COLLEGE CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
Needed to sell Brand Name Stereo Components
to Students at lowest prices* Hi Commission,
NO Investment required. Serious Inquiries ONLY I
FAD COMPONENTS, INC. 20 Passaic Ave. Fairfield,
New Jersey 07006
JERFY DIAMOND

201-227-6814

the benefit
of
the
Heart
Campaign will lie given again bv
the Alpha Phi Sorority. This
event
will
take place on
Wednesday, February 11.
It will be held in the* ART
Rooms in the Linkford Building
from 5:30 until 7:30 p.m. 'Hie cost
is $1.50 for adults and $.75 for
students.
Rach year the sisters nf Alpha
Phi give this dinner for the
purpose of making money for
their philanthropy, the Heart
Fund. As usual, all of the profit
from the dinner this year will go
to this charity. However, this
year we are doing something a
little different. We will be
donating the proceeds from this
year's dinner in the name of the
late George K. Inge, father of one
of our alumnae, Miiiy Inge.
The sisters of Alpha Phi
cordially invite you to attend the
dinner this year Ticket? may l><
purchased from any member of
Alpha Phi or at the door Thank
vou all for vour support' Hope to
see vou at our SPAGHETTI
DINNER!!!!!!
VIRGINIA NATIONAL
BANK
Formville, Vo.
Two Convenient Locations
t Longwood Office
Across from Formville
Shopping Center
§ Main Office
Corner of Third &
Main Streets
We Welcome Student
Accounts

VIRGINIA
NATIONAL
BANK
FARMVILLF. VA.
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Gene Cotton
To Highlight
Feb. 17 Coffeehouse

Students, Faculty State Opinions

If music is indeed the word of

our times.
C.ENE COTTON
will no doubt t>< one of its voices
His

soft

voice

Hnd

highly

individual stylized Round is fast
■ aining him the reputation of
bcinr one of music's most
exciting new personalities.
Hin self a brillant songwriter, he
has the knack for driving home
the message of his own song a
well as those of others. Cotton's
ballads and songs of the people
ore complimented by his easy
going, warm stage presence
Cotton began his musical
career in small folk music Hub;
in the Midwest back in '62 while
attending school ;it Ohio St.it <
(Iniversitj where he majored in
political science, taavini1 his
home town <>f Columbus, Ohio, he
headed for New York City to pav
his lines in the music circles ;md
coffee houses of Greenwich
V illage. Two years in the City,
another year in
Miami. Gene
Finally found his way to
Nashville, what he affectionateh
now rails "home", where lie and
his wife, Mamie, along with their
two children Christopher and
Meeshon. rest between tours.
After thousands and thousands
of miles, hundreds and hundreds
of college concerts and coffee
houses, and playing a sever year
game of what Gene likes In refer
In as "i'ir roulette," his musical
i areer is definitely on a national
upswing. SUNSHINE ROSES
released last fall, climbed to he
his first chart hit And now
Cotton has released ;i new single
on ABC Records and in its first
stages. DAMN IT AM. is proving
to he another super hit f..r Gene
A new album soon to he released
on ABC Records, ;i recent guest
spot "ii Pick Clark's "American
Bandstand." as well ;is concert'
and tours 1 his spring with Olivia
Newton-Joh'i, Charlie Daniels
Johnny Nash. Wet Willie, and The
Marshall Tucker Rand, are all
good reasons why OENF
COTTON is going I" he a vei\

Dovs The Honor (lode Really Work?

L.C. Colloquium Holds Lecture;
Mr. Law Speaks On Seaweed

embargo." Thus Mr. Law feels
By JO LEILI
February 4, at 7:30 p.m. in that seaweeds may someday be
Wygal auditorium, the I-ongwood the only source of iodine."
The success of
iodine
College Faculty Colloquium
production,
however,
depends
Committee sponsored a lecture
on "analysis for Iodine in largely on being able to collect
Seaseed by Nuclear Activation," the weeds of higher iodine
as presented by Mr Joseph J. content, which is influenced by
Law, Assistant Professor of factors of plant age, type, and
season
in
which
Chemistry.
Aiding his lecttin' with the collecting occurs. With the
numerous slides and handout great variation of iodine content
sheets to his audience, Mr. law within the seaweeds, it is
initially explained that "Nuclear necessary, then, to have an
Activation analysis for iodine is effective mean of screening these
seaweed means to find out how plants, as the amount of iodine in
much iodine, in percentage or some seaweeds is scarcely
other
concentration units is sufficient to warrant processing
Mr. I .aw claimed that "the
present in various seaweed
conventional
wet chemistry
species, by the method of nuclear
technique
for
determining
the
activation."
Realizing that members of his iodine in biological substances is
audience
might
not
be laborious and time consuming,
sufficiently informed on the but nuclear activational analysis
process of nuclear activation, he is considered to be a most useful
for
elemental
then proceeded to describe the technique
familiar name
analysis."
He
then
continued
to
In today's world, nothing is so l>ombardment of atomic nuclei
impressive as a multi-talented by particles of high radiation explain his research which
am! successful personality who i^- This, Mr. law claimed "mai explores the feasibility of
able to communicate Gene cause changes in n atter or determining iodine in seaweed
Cotton Is such a persoi I Ii-- energy or both after the by INAA processes which do not
■ re.it ivity and artistry are bombardment." He stated require any tedious chemistry
reflections of the basic holiest' further that "the nucleus procedure. He covered aspects of
and sincerity of the person, the acquires a tremendous amount produced isotopes, decay-rate,
writer, and the performer of energy from the bombardini' and the workings of a "swimming
Perhaps the reason for Cotton's bullet,' after which some pool" type reactor for neutron
production. Illustrative pictures,
allow this
risinr appeal across the coiintn reactions will
is host described in his most excitation." Describing the graphs, and well detailed
refreshing element . honest \ energy emitted by the nucleus to calculations accompanied all of
He comes on stage with lie a unique characteristic in the his well executed, one hour
something In sa>
savs it ven form of x-rays and decay rate. presentation.
Mr law's talk, which was
Mr. law said then, "the
v II
.Hid leaven.
identification of the gammarays based on research he did at the
is the identification of the Texas A and M University two
nucleus."
years ago. closed with a brief
Now returning to the topic of dissertation on some of the
iodine in seaweed. Mr. I .aw advantages of activational
summarized the value and uses analysis over some of the other
of iodine in the life functions. He possible available methods. He
explained that "iodine is an mentioned that A A can be of use
essential trace element for leaf in the fields of art and
processes and is chiefly found in archaeology, water and air
thyroid
hormones.
which pollution detection, analysis of
regulates
our
oxygen elements in food, and in crime
consumption, metabolic rates. detection, as for example in
gastrointestinal activity, heart discovering the arsenic in
function, vitamin up-take, and Napolien's hair, and in the
many other functions in the identification of lee Oswald as
body." He feels that an efficient Kennedy's murderer due to gun
means of obtaining iodine is most powder deposits in his cheek
necessary, as while certain
Mr. I .aw joined the I,ongwood
mineral deposits in Chile function faculty in 1966 after teaching for
as the chief American supply. two years in Olivet College.
and iodine has been extracted Michigan. He has taught general,
from seaweed in Scotland, physical.
analytical.
and
Norway. France. Spain. India. radiochemistry and directed
Japan, and China, the political special projects. He holds the
situation in South America is Bachelor of Science Degree from
unstable and we might someday
< anton Christian College and the
face the trouble of an "iodine
(Continued on Page 5)

by THALIA F. C.ERACHIS
The Honor Code is an essential
part of I/ongwood College. We are
introduced to it as freshmen and
are expected to uphold it as lonu
as we are students here. As the
1975-76 Handbook states, "honoris essential if a person is to
respect herself and to merit the
respect of others." The Handbook
goes on to say that "honor is not
limited to the points covered by
the Honor Code Pledge. . . it is
expected that each student
maintains personal honor."
In the ROTUNDA'S series of
articles on the Honor Code, we
are trying to educate the people
of the Ixmgwood community and
make them aware <>f its
importance. Today, when manv
schools
are
completely
abolishing their Honor systems,
we must come to grips with many
pertinent questions. Number one.
what does the Honor Code
include'' Is it a workable social as
well as academic code'' Do the
students.
facultv
and
administration believe in it?
Does it work9
There was only one way to find
out. For the past week. I have
been accosting students and
faculty and askini' their opinions
As well as learning some very
interesting things about human
nature. I have found that
although many students knowthat there is an Honor Code, they
don't know what it encompasses
"A dishonorable act is a betrayal
of the whole student body and is
regarded as such. It is an Honor
Code offense to lie. to cheat, or to
steal." The Code also includes the
social aspect of the College. "As
representatives of the College, all
students are expected to conduct
themselves so that their behavior
at all times will brine credit t<«

themselves and to the College."
Both of these quotes can be found
in the handbook on pages 81 and
91, respectively
All those interviewed showed a
definite interest in the questions
and took the time to think alx>nt
their answers. Fvery individual
on this campus has a right to his
or her opinion and in no way can
what they have said be held
against them. This writer did all
the questioning and can vouch for
the validity of all comments and
only wish that time permitted
more interviews. A sampline
was taken from the dormitories,
smokers, classes, hallways,
library, dodspell concert loh. so
that was what she was doing!).
professors' offices, day student
lounge, dining hall, ladies rooms
(no, I'm not kidding), and each
academic building. Following are
the 76 people that were
interviewedMrs. B. layne : Yes, I think it
works objectively. But. it does
not fall in place or follow through
if it is the student's best friend or
roommate. It isn't stressed
enough in the dorms.
Anita Rivard '77: I take it
seriously. It could be expanded to
mean more than academics, i.e.
stealing things associated with
honor.
Janet Sullivan "77: 1 take it
seriously. More people than
we're led to believe use it-it'^
working, but too many think its
just for cheating.
Therese Thompson '77: Yes. I
take it seriously when I bother to
think about it. I hurriedly write it
at the bottom of the page before I
hand in a test. Maybe we should
write it first, at the top of the
page!
(Continued on Page 8)

The Communications GameLab Scheduled For Feb. 20-22
Why Communicate?
The inability to communicate
effectively is responsible for a
substantial
number
of
interpersonal problems including
broken friendships, broken
marriages,
lost
jobs,
intrapersonal tension, and the
like - to name a few. Fffective
communication can lead to a
richer personal and interpersonal
life that is both filler! with
meaning and creative of
meaning.
Your
entire
interpersonal life depends on
your ability to make your
thoughts, feelings, and needs
known to others and on your
ability to understand their
thoughts, feelings, and needs.
The Communications I.ab
The communications lab is a
structured experience designed
to help you communicate more
effectively. The "lab instructors"
are four persons qualified to both
lead-facilitate and share in the
experience. The "lab materials"
are your present ability to
communicate and your desire to
do it more effectively. The "lab
equipment" is a sequence of
exercises, activities, and events
that serve as the means to learn
to be more effective.
The lab experience is a special
experience, not to be taken
lightly, but yet one that will be
filled with fun and enjoyment.
Among other things we will be
working with: BRFAKINC,
BARRIERS. PATTERNS OF
COMMUNICATION. VALVES IN
COMMUNICATION.
NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION.
TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS,

and C.ESTAIT EXERCISES
Obviously all this cannot be
done in an hour, so we have set up
a week end-long lab to begin. The
week end will include planned
and spontaneous experiences
planned and free time, and a lot
of potential for you.
When, Where. Etc.?
The lab will be held Februarv
20-22, 1976 at a retreat center
near Java, Virginia. It will begin
about 7:00 p.m. Friday evening
and conclude with lunch Sundav
There will also be one short
session during the week prior to
leaving.
Any student from HampdenSydney College or I/mgwood
College may register. There is a
registration fee of $22.00 to cover
the cost of two nights lodging, six
prepared meals, and round trip
transportation.
REGISTRATION DEADLINE IS
NOON
FEBRUARY 13.1976
For additional information
and-or to register, contact:
John Emert
Fpiscopal Parish House
Farmville, Virginia
392-3860
or
Jim Garrison
Baptist Student Center
I/in gwood College
392-5733
or
Royster Hedgepeth
Counseling
and
Career
Planning
Hampden-Svdnev College
223-4381. Ext. 19.
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Jarman Stage Rocks With High Spirits, Laughter
As CTC Performs 'Godspell1 With Local Color
R> .10I.FH.I

(Phelps photo)
Godspell cast in rendition of "We Beseech Thee"

Players Prepare For

The 1,000 person audience in
Jarman hushed, witnessed five
men and four women in grav
warm up suits and black socks
file stoically up the side steps of
the stage, to line up neatly in
front of the curtain. Facb bearimthe name and corresponding
philosphies of either .Socrates.
Thomas Aquinas. Plato. Martin
I.uther.
Gibbon.
Davinci.
Witschc. Sarte, or Riickminster
Fuller, in turn passionatelv
hurled their logic and reason at
the spectators. This cyclic
whirlwind climaxed with a
company song, joined hands, and
a
Prologue
composition
concerning the "Ivorv Tower of

Babel."

Memphis Competition
By LINDA FRANK
The ingredients for a good show
are many, among them are
actOTI who are diligent, hardworking, and talented: a director
with an insight on the play, and
technical crew who are serious,
organized and believe that
cooperation works host. Already
in its third week of production. In
The Restroom at Rosenblooms. a
situation comedy, seems to have
these ingredients. The cast works
hard with their director, Mr.
Young, and assistant director,
•laequi Singleton. They are
preparing the show not only for
production here at I ongwood
College
but
also
al
the
Southeastern Theatre Conference
in Memphis. Tennessee. The
longwood Players last week
decided to allocate its touring
show funds to send In The
Restroom at Rosenblooms to
SFTC. Not only will sending the
show to SFTC benefit the actors
who will be able to audition for
summer jobs and repertory
companies, and see other shows
but it will be the first time
1 ongwood College will be
participating in SFTC.
For those of you not inducted

into the "mysteries" in Jarman,
the theater takes a lot of time,
concentration,
enemy,
determination and the will to
continue no matter what the
obstacles are. The theater is
always a race against time up
until the last minute before the
curtain goes up. After the thrill of
seeing your name up on the
castlist comes the long hours at
night, Sunday through Thursday,
trying to meet deadlines and
juggling your schedule to keep up
with school work. The last two
weeks
of
rehearsal
are
particularly hectic. The week
before the show openings, all
aspects of the show must come
together: sound, props, makeup,
set, and all the actors must have
the blocking and dialogue
memorized.
To keep all the Technical
workings running smooth, Trish

Tou'ra always
welcome

at

FIDELITY
NATIONAL

BANK

How land, the I ongwood Players
Technical Director, is in constant
touch with all the crew chiefs:
making sure deadlines are met
and that the main wheels of
theater, its technical aspects, arc
kept well-oiled.
Mr. Young, the director, is
known
among
I.ongwood's
dramatists as being able to null
out of the cast exactly what he
needs in terms of acting ability.
The cast agrees that it is hard
working out his directions but
they are beginning to see the
overall benefit on the show as a
whole as the show begins to take
shape. Comedies are just as hard
to put together as tragedies, so it
seems.
It could be mentioned here that
all of the teachers in the drama
department have worked very
long and hard hours when thev
direct a show, sometimes pulling
all nighters as many as three
times in a row.
Under its new constitution, the
1 ongwood Players has an
educational theater, instructing
all in any aspect of the theater
that they wish to learn. Having
myself worked with the Players
for over a year I would
recommend to all the benefits of
working this show or any show in
the
future
The joy of participating in a show
are tremendous whether one is in
the limelight or backstage. Most
of the people working this show
are new-comers and find, like
newcomer Karla Myers, that, in
the words of Karla, "Jarman is
fantastic and the people I'm
working with are great."

Mr. Law Speaks
(Continued from Page 4)
Master of Science from New
York University, and had
additional graduate study at the
Polytechnic Institute of New
York. Texas A and M University,
and Ix)uisiana State University.
He was awarded the Sino-Rritish
Council Scholarship, and the
Canadian
Industries
Ms
Fellowship, and is a recipient of
research grants from the
National Science Foundation, the
Society of the Sigma Xi, the
Virginia Academy of Science and
I-ongwood College. Mr. law is
currently the treasurer of the
I.ongwood. Hampden-Sydney
Sigma Xi club, and because of
his genuine concern with our
society and his expertise in
nuclear science, he is an active
defender of the use of nuclear
power to solve the nation's
energy problem.

Unusual, but dramatically
effective.
so
began
the
Continental Theatre Company's
dynamic version of the rock
musical "Godspell" as based
upon the Gospel of St. Matthew.
Held in Jarman on February the
3rd, at 7:30 P.M., this two and a
half hour production originatin!'
from Kansas was sponsored by
I-ongwood College's Visitini'
Artist Series, as (haired by
junior, Debbie Webb.
After the initial introduction,
the play got underway with the
parting of the front curtains,
revealing a
strobe
effect
n ulticolored-tie-dvcd
cycle,
forming an odd assortment of
pipes, uplifts, saw horses, flags,
brightly painted planks, and
I'arbage cans, which served as
the set pieces. The entrance of
the first character. John the
Baptist, one of the two leads was
next accomplished, via a side isle
in the auditorium, as h<'
flamboyantly and vigorously
sang "Prepare Ye the Way of the
lord," while dowsing the crowd
with a spray of water. Once on
the stage, John completed his
audience baptism, while Jesus
Christ was revealed backstage,
slim and lanky with a red glitter
nose and emphasized clown eyes,
clothed only in gray jockey shorts
as he crawled slowly upstage to
stand next to John.
The baptism of Jesus and the
beginning of his three years of
public life were symbolized b\
the dressing of Jesus, complete
with an afro wig, suspenders, and
super "S" glitter shirt, by the
shaggy haired, grinninn, coat
tailed John. Next, the entire
company reappeared down the
two center isles, this time
completely garbed in an array of
finery ranging from tassies, to
body suits, to clown's collars, to ;i
black bra with two silver slitter
stars. These nine apostles were
then accepted in the life of Christ
by further symbolism, a baptise1
of painted faces in brightly
colored shapes. Parables b\
Jesus were intertwined with the
Company songs of "Save the
People" and the sweet "Day by
Day", while the crew spiritedly
enacted the stories of The Good
Samaritan, and Iazareth the
leper. "Learn Your Lesson
Well"
emphasized
the
importance placed by Jesus on
these teachings, featurini' Jesus
in a spot light while the cast.
stage right echoed Christ's words
in the darkness illuminating a
florescent yellow and orange
gloves
which
achieved a
multitude of hand movements
and gestures.
The entire company produced
the well choreographed "Oh
Bless the Lord. M\ Soul"
proceeding the seven beatitudes.

Within the overall gaiety and
jovialty of the play, however,
could be found tin- serious
denouement of the plot, as at this
time the transition of John the
Raptist into the villain Judas
could be perceived. "AH For The
Rest", a clever tap dance number
followed in which Jesus and Joan
the Raptist harmonized with two
completely
different
lead
melodies, shadowed by the
background vocals of the cast,
who were lining, the stage front.
One of the most cleverly
performed parables throughout
the whole play, the Sowing of the
Seeds, was sandwiched between
"All Good Gifts", and "Light of
the World", Ixith songs being
sung by the entire company
Containing countless well placed
innuendos. "The Sovying of the
Seeds" exemplified different
possibilities of a person's life, the
seed, which could fall on the
footpath, the rock, among the
weeds, (described as a typical
night at Hampden Sydney >. or on
good soil. During this story as in
all the other "plays within a
pla\", the company showed their
remarkable versatility and
ability to portray every imaginal
life form, from a rock, to a plant,
to a grass-weed-seed. The
Prodigal Son ended the first act
of the play, followed by a most
unique and fun type intermission.
This 15 minute break extended
an invitation from the company
to the audience to come up on the
Jarman stage for some Cherry
Hawaiian Punch. This (symbolic
wine), was handed out by crew
members none of whom left the
stage for the customary rest
period. Hearty soul music and
dancing predominated instead
while the cast exhibited a
remarkable
bvper-livoliness
contrary to the expected "we're
about to collapse'" state
Act II opened with one of the
most
effective
songs
in
"Godspell". "Turn Rack. 0
Man", as executed by the vampv.
black-braed. double starred
apostle. Snaking hor way down
the isle with periodic stops to
seduce male members of the
audience, this character hinted
about the persecution of Christ,
giving the second act a tone of
n ore emphasized seriousness
This necessary mood change wa«
amplified by the violent "Alas for
You" as Jesus brazenly expose'1
the three Pharisees for being
"blind fools". The Company then
sang the softly sentimental "By
My Side" and "We Beseech
Thee", executing the three last
lessons "One never knows the
time or the hour". Mary
Magdalene, and "The Sheep and
the Goats."
The last supper, win*- and
crackers, saw the removal of the
baptismal paintim1 with cold
cream, the apostles now being
one with and of Jesus. The (lima*
of the play, the death of Christ
contrasted Jesus's faint sincere
melody. "On the Willows" with
blatant light flashes, contorted

body movements, and a harsh
lead guitar line. Closing with n
company finale, and exit up an

isle in Jarman, the cast carried
the limp Christ, and received a
vigorous standing ovation from
the impressed and appreciative
audience.
Speaking with the cast after
their performance revealed ;i
basis down to earth humaness
about many of the members of
the cast, contrary to the "stand
offish" attitude often found
among professional entertainers
During the 1976-1976 season a
total of 4 plays arc performed
by the CTC, 'fiodapelP*, "Dames
at Sea". "Indians", and "Cannon
in the Park", each of which
features every member of the
crew .
Mark Atehisnn. a II loot 2 inch,
20 year old. blond from Kansas.
Iioth the tallest and youngest
compan) member, felt that
"Godspell" was his favorite out
of the four play
'duo t«
versatility and our ability to
constantly update it with current
news or happenings." On a one
year contract running from Max
75" to May 7C>". only 5 nf the crew
members are actually from
Kansas, the home base of the
touring company, with most
living in or near New York City,
where the audition1- were
actually held.
Headed for a 500 mile drive t<>
New Orleans for a February 5th
show, the discussion naturalh
included the topic nf travelling on
the road and occurenees durum a
tour. Feeling that the "Woynnokc
is pretty nice eon'pared to some
of the places we've stayed in."
Mark also stated the "1 gues?
people figure that from Inuring

we're always tired and just want
logo to our rooms after the show
Really though, it gets borine
always going back In the hotel
and sleeping night after night, w
we always jump al the hint or
mention nf n party after a
performance'"
Repressing her view s wi aetino
and show time jitters, the 24 year
old "vamp apostle" inn Jo
Donovan from New York and
New Jersey, claimed "I gel
wound up before a show, but one
thing it doesn't affect like some
people is n>\ appetite, In fact I
had a full course spaghetti dinner
just before the show. I euess I
just love to eat!'
Explaining her little "side
trip" down the isle t<> open fh<
second act up with "Turn back, n
Man". Ina Jo said "Yon know,

that's really some number for n«
to do. because I wear glasses, hu'
not while FM> performing
Being as my vision is really had
and hair styles are alike for guys
and girls, it has happened boron
that I've sat in the lap "f a -'irl
not a guv. and when I found out
sang in to the mike "Turn Mark.
OMv Cod'"So now the rest of the
iast n'embers just tell me during
intermission "Ina. you better i1"
out into the audience and find
yourself some men!"

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
Flowers For
Valentine's Day

n
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Faculty-Student-Staff Retreat
(Continued From Page 1}

The New England Sinfonia
To Perform Feb. 18 In Jarman
The New Rngland Sinfonia will
be appearing .it
Jarman
Auditnriun ;it 7:M p.m. on
February ifi. This marks the first
tour of the New Rngland Sinfonia
under the brilliant direction of
.Inn Robertson. This ensemble
has a broad repertoire which
extends from the Baroque to the
Contemporary idiom. These
performers represent some of the
finest players in the New
England area
The New Rngland Sinfonia is
one of the few rhamber
orchestras on the oasl roast.
Their artistry as ;i group is
highlighted by the fart that many
of the performers are soloists in
their own rite. Their playing has
vitality and true musical finesse
Their director, Jon Robertson.
who holds a Doctorate of Musical
Arts degree from The Juilliard
School of Music, has received
critical acclaim as n conductor:
"Jon Robertson. ;i young
conductor with authority nnd
talent, led his forces with smart
precision and a good sense of
drama."
New York Times
"Robertson proved himself an
exceptionally sensitive and
knowledgeable conductor who
ran obtain results without
recourse to undue theatricality."
I its Angeles Times
"Robertson was clear in detail.
prompt with instructions and
lucid in his exposure of
structure."
Worcester Telegram
l.nngwood'1 \rtist Series
welcomes the New Rngland
Sinfonia to Farmville.
The Conductor. . .
Jon Robertson has had a
brilliant career as ;i concert

pianist for the last twenty-one
years. Most recently he has
expanded his musical prowess to
include conducting. He has been
heralded by critics from the New
York and I-os Angeles Times as
an exceptionally talented young
conductor
with
a
bright
conducting future. He has studied
conducting with Richard PHttman
of
the
New
England
Conservatory of Music and
Herbert Rlomstedt. Conductor of
the Danish Radio Symphony of
Copenhagen, and the Dresden
Orchestra. Mr. Robertson is also
Chairman of the Tbayer
Conservator]! of Music at
Atlantic I'nion College and
conductor of the
Tbayer
Conservatory Orchestra.
The 1970'smay well mark the
renaissance
of
chamber
ensembles throughout the United
States. This not to imply that the
solo performer has become
obsolete but it appears that
because of the exposure to group
performing via the various media
the concert state is now fulfilling
the demand for more croup
performances.
Therefore, it is with pride that
THF AI.KAHFST ACFNCY
presents the New England
Sinfonia on this its first national
tour The Sinfonia is comprised of
approximately twenty-five
members, nil of whom are solists
in their own rite. Their repertoire
covers a broad spectrum from
the Baroque through the
Contemporary
idiom.
The
musical vitality and technical
proficiency of this group hai been
heralded bv main critics
throughout the New England
area

NOTICE
Each and every Monday is Hampden-Sydney and
Longwood College Day at Jax Big Beef. Bring your
I. I), card and get a 10 per cent discount on any
purchase. Good to the end of the semester. Meet
your friends each Monday at

392-3515

again.
:i. Some students are kept too
busy and others don't want to
participate.
4. Shorten the program the
sooner classes begin, the better.
5.
The purpose of Summer
Heading has been lost. Perhaps it
would be more beneficial to
institute some sort of practical
academic instruction in which
the faculty members would
informally get together with
students and discuss academics
in a practical way. Summer
Beading
is
counterproductive the few that
do attend the program are
discouraged by the poor
attendance.

Co-education Planning
1. Will we have to expand our
financial aid in order to offer it to
males, too? Are the Admissions
standards the same for both
sexes?
2. There should be a person the
men can talk to whether it is a
Dean of men or not. More
flexibility in time for eating but
still have family style dining.
Some Curricula should be
expanded.
3. More publicity is needed on the
issue of co-education at I..C.
4. Will rules and curfew be the
same for everyone'' What about
the traditions and the alma
mater? Should have guys in
every dorm.
5. IAA activities will have to be
changed.
6. In P.F. classes, don't divide
the classes between males and
females. Add coachinr skills
Keep all the Frosh together. Put
the males on the bottom floors.
Have a Soccer Team.
7. Concern: Funding of male athletic programs, open house
policy, right of privacy, facilities.
Curriculum Changes.
Innovations, and Needs
1.
Notification of record of
minors, Speech 100 should be a
required education course for all.
stronger regulation of proregistration in social work dept.
2. Judicial procedure: judges
only judge
they should not
prosecute some one else should
do that
a new position.

3
Courses rejected by the
curriculum committee should be

Colleague Tapping
Stated For
February 25
Present Colleagues will be
squeezing or sliding into their
blue and white dresses early this
year. The proposed date for
Colleague tapping is February
15th.
Interested girls can sign up
next week. The Colleagues are
sponsoring a reception to meet
prospective colleagues with
Robin Deans as Chairperson.
This years colleagues are
active on campus. They will be
serving as hostesses for the
Forensic tournaments that are
being held at Longwood. Gloria
Tolliver is chairperson for the
eolleagues.
All interested girls are urged to
sign up. Besides running around
in August heat and lugginu
furniture, being a colleague is
very rewarding and loads of fun!
Remember when you didn't know
where Jarman or the Library
was, or that Farmville had a
Hardee's0 Come on. help support
the class of 1980!!!!

explained, in writing, to the dept
chairman. Interdepartmental
courses involving history, lit.,
and fine arts of a certain period
should be developed. More
practicum - type programs for
the non-teaching majors are
needed. Maybe even combined
with the work-study program. 100
level language courses should be
for credit especially for the nonmajors. The Honors program
should
be
made
more
available Frosh. should get
lots of information and publicity
on it.
4.
Have general education
classes on the pass-fail system.
Make it known that CI.EP tests
can be taken at any time. Offer a
How to study course.
5.
The Science dept. is not
modern enough. It should be
more geared to prepare the
student for graduate work. We
need more interdepartmental
courses.
6.
Continue focusing on the
programs we have, making slight
changes to accomodate as groups
dictate. Changes should be made
upon the students requests if the
demand is large. Get a Soccer
team going. More courses at
Hampden-Sydney
make use of
their offerings.
Other Suggested Topics
Recommended by the Groups
1. Faculty should be reminded to
stress the Honor Code. Maybe
board members could go the
departmental meetings and
stress the importance of faculty

attitudes concerning the Honor
Code.
2. Students should be allowed to
attend the faculty meetings if
they so desire and if they feel the
need.
3. When educating people on the
Honor Code, the positive aspects
should be stressed rather than
the penalties.
4.
Library Security: Have a
student at the door to check to
make sure that all books leaving
have been properly checked out.
Frosh. should have a tour of the
library.
5. Raise the "merit increase" but
not necessarily in the form of
tenure. Students should not be on
the tenure committee but their
recommendations should be used
by the committee to access the
qualifications of the faculty
member in question.
6. Dining Hall: Have lunch from
11:30-1:30 - go in anytime and
eat with 7 other people at the
table. Have 2 shifts of waitresses.
7. Advertise the advantages of
L.C.: 12 credits i possible in
summer school) opposed to 14 fat
Longwood): use high school
newspapers.
8. There should be R fee for
adding and dropping a class.
Discuss this more!!
9.
Evaluations from studentsshould be considered in faculty
tenure, promotion, and paxraises.
10. Students should not be paid
for work except for scholarships,
field work, meals.

Business Dept. Plans Trip
To New York Over Break
By THALIA F.GFRACHIS
Are you interested in a bird's
eye view of New York over
Spring Break0 Dr.
Colebred
the Business Department are
planning a 5-day trip.
The trip would begin in
Richmond on Monday. March 15.
leaving Richmond by chartered
bus, the tour would proceed to
Baltimore, stopping at the Stieff
Silver Company for a tour of the
factory and a presentation of the
design and marketing of highquality flatware. Stieff is one the
oldest makers of silver in
America.
The tour would then go to
Philadelphia for a stop at the
John Wanamaker Department
Store and spend the first night in
Philadelphia.
leaving Philadelphia Tuesday
morning, the bus would go to
Paramus, New Jersey, for a brief
look at one of the new giant,
environment controlled shopping
worlds: then continue on to New
York City.
Wednesday morning would
begin with a subway journey to
Wall Street and the New York

Stock F\change where you would
be able to observe floor trading
on the Exchange. Next a
presentation at one of the
investment banking houses on
Wall Street. A tour of an
advertising agency is on the
agenda for that afternoon.
Thursday would be free for
sightseeing, and the group would
leave New York Friday morning
and would return to Richmond
that evening.
The approximate cost of the
trip will be $150 plus incidentals.
The
bus
and
hotel
accommodations
are
$90.
payable in advance. If you are
seriously interested in going to
New York over Break and are
prepared to make a down
payment and pay the full cost of
the bus and hotel prior to
departure, please stop by Dr.
Colebred's office, which is in
room 216, West Ruffner.
Approximately 40 students are
needed for this trip to keep it
from being cancelled. It is hoped
that many will take advantage of
this great opportunity.
Anyway, could you go to
Florida for the same amount9
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Longwood Gymnasts Defeated
By Madison, Virginia Tech
I .ongwood Gymnastics Team
lost its first meet of the season at
home against Madison College
January 30, 52.75 - 79.80. Runnv
Wadsworth of longwood scored
first in all-around competition
with a score of 20.75. and I.ynn
Mabry of I.ongwood placed
second
in
balance
beam
competition with a score of fi.45.
Runny Wadsworth placed third
on bean' with a score of 5.95
longwood lost its second meet
against VPI on Februarv 3. 6fi.4 91.7. The only I ,ongwood gymnast
to place was I.ynn Mahrv who
won first place on balance beam.
Coach Judy Johnson said that
while the team has lost its first
two meets of the season. the
I.ongwood College lean*, is
looking forward to a successful
season. "Our first two opponents.
are probably the strongest in th<State and we met against them
first within days of each other.
The longwood gymnasts are
improving every day and we an*
anxious to meet against our next
opponent. l^VA. February 10 at
home. It should he a verv close.

excitini! meet."
The I-ongwood College scores
for the two meets:
I.ongwood College against
Madison:
Bars: Dawn Drewry 2.5. Putt
Tibbs 4.1. Sue Bona 3.25. Runnv
Wadsworth 2.65.
Vaulting: Runnv Wadsworth
5.05. Sue Bona 2.95. 1 vnn Mabrv
4.00.
Beam:
Pawn Orewrv 1.20.
Bunny Wadsworth 5.95. I.ynn
Mabry 6.45.
Floor: Elaine Zalonis 4.95. Putt
Tibbs 3.60, Dawn Drewry 4.90.
Runny Wadsworth 7.20
I.ongwood College against
VPI:
Bars: Dawn Drewry 2.5. Putt
Tibbs 5.2, Sue Rona 3.8. Runnv
Wadsworth fi.2.
Vaulting: Runny Wadsworth
4.7. I .vnn Mabrv 4.6, Sue Rona
5.1.
Beam: Dawn Drewry 3.8,
Runny Wadsworth 6.9, I.ynn
Mabry 7.9,
Floor: Flaine Zalonis 4.6. Putt
Tibbs 4.9, Pawn Drewry 6.4.
Runnv Wadsworth 6.9

Swimming And Diving Teams

RyDIANNF.HARWOOn
The
Longwood
College
swimming and diving team
dropped its last two meets to verv
strong Madison and William and
Mary teams. William and Marv
defeated longwood 88-44, while
Madison won their contest 85-42
Despite the losses, several
swimmers were able to better
their times from previous meets.
They include I-cslie Sabrowsky.
2:25.2 in the 200 yard freestyle.
C.wen Reams, 1:10.8 in the 100
IM, 31.9 in the 50 yard flv. and
1:18.0
in
the
100
vard
Rreaststroke. Julie Harrell
improved her times in the 50 yard
fly and 400 yard freestyle with
times of 35.7
and
5:48.7
respectively
Stephanie Guess
recorded a 35.8 in the 50 yard
backstroke and 1:22.3 in the 100
vard backstroke. In the 1 meter
required diving. Suellen lewis
and Sally Hoffmaster took second
and third, while Cathy Holt took
first in the one meter optional
diving and Suellen lewis took

third.
In the Madsion meet, the 200
yard freestyle relay team (Kathy
Mullooiv. Cathy Holt, f.wen
Roams and leslie Sabrowsky)
recorded their best time of the
year with a two minute flat relay.
Individually.
Owen Reams
clocked a 1:10.2 in the 100 yard
IM and a 31.9 in the 50 yard flv
Other time improvements came
from Sally Hoffmaster (34.5 In
the 50 yard backstroke). Sue
Turner .39.05 in the 50 yard
breastroke). I .aura York (37.3 in
the 50 yard hreaststroke), Kathy
Mullooiy (30.8 in the 50 vard
freestyle), Stephanie Guess
(1:21.7
in
the
100
vard
backstroke), and Julie Harrell
(5:43.5 in the 400 yard freestyle).
Although the swimmers now
hold a 2-3 record, coach Carolyn
Price is optimistic about the
remainderof the season. "I feel if
we keep cutting away at our
times, we will do well in the state
meet."
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Basketball Team Has Bad WeekRecord Now Stands At 8-4
Ry DIANNF HARWOOn

captain Diane .tones, who
probably
played her best
defensive game for longwood
ever. Jones was responsible for
three interceptions which were
converted into I-ongwood scores
and her alertness was the cause
of several Madison turnovers
Offensively. Jones hit for ten
points, one of five I .ongwood
players in double figures.
longwood was led offensively l>\
Anita St owe. who shot C»A per cent
from the floor for a total of
twenty points. Rtowe also
grabbed nine rebounds and ww
the team catalyst for i.ongwood
One of the surprises in the gain,
for 1 .ongwood was its bench
strength. Not a n ajor factor in
previous games, substitutes Ton!
Harris and Colleen Rlaklcv earn*1
off the bench n idwav during the
first half and sparked the offense
and defense at a time when it w;r
sagging. Rlakely and Harris hi'
10 and six points respectively.
and were responsible for several
outstanding defensive plays
which resulted in Madism
turnovers
and
ultimate
I.ongwood scores
The Junior Varsitv were also
Also fencing first round defeated by the Madisi.c .IV's bv
Denise
O'Connor,
fl
former
The
Longwood
College
Olympic fencer
and
Pan matches were the men's teams of a score of 69-52. The .IV's could
Women's Fencing Team lost its
and
Marv
and not get an offensive attack
American
team
member.
Ms William
first contest of the 1976 season in
O'Connor, a resident of New York I .ongwood. The longwood Men'? together, resulting in ;i Madison
a well matched bout with the
Fencing Team,
presently domination of the hoards Film
Women's Fencing Team from City, has held teacher-coach
eon-posed
of
three
freshmen
Kennedy and Roxann Fox led the
Randolph-Maeon Women's fencing clinics at Marv Baldwin
for the last several years and ha? initiated a new dimension in •IV's with twelve points each
College.
Final
score:
improved Virginia collegiate longwood athletics bv defeatim
Friday night saw longwood
I ongwood College varsit \. four
fencinc
bv instilling solid a novice men's team from swamp the Crolden Ragles of
- Randolph-Macon varsity, five.
Morris Hnrve\ College 91-63
coaching and teaching principles William and Marv 6-3.
In continuing action the same
Second
round
action
«aw
Again l .ongwood had five player
in many of the Virginian coaches
night. the I .ongwood varsity team
1
I.ongwood
women
defeatim
in double figures, resulting In
The I-ongwood Women's Team
fought the Randnlph-Maeor
college !s
bos'
William and Mary's second team I.ongwood
second squad to a resounding 7-2 fenced a lil-match January 31 9-0, followed by a final round 6-3
offensive output "f the season
defeat, again demonstrating the with William and Marv and
victory
over
I.vnchburs'
College's
Anita Stowe and Man l/iuise
form and determination which I ynchburg College, held in varsit\
team
longwood
McCraw lead Longwood scorers
has placed Iongwnod's Fencing I .ong wood's Her gymnasium. TV
dominated
the
meet,
the
women's
with
21
and
18
points
teams in the top state fencinr fencing began promptly at 10:30
respectively
Morns
Harvey
held
tean
winning
four
out
of
four
tanks
winning
3
state a.n. with I/»ngwood's women challenges and the men's team a one point lead .it the half, due to
championships in the last 5 vears defeating William and Man's
women
8-1.
and winning their single rhallenge the efforts of Utianl V n;i
Considerable Improvement nl varsitv
Roth
leams
traveled
io Coratello who hit 2? points in the
1
both teams was evident, ami I.ynchburg College's women's
I
ynehburi
February
5
for
n first half. Again the bench
credit
for
the
major second tean defeating William reciprocal dual match with strength paid off. as a man-to
improvements was given by both and Mary's women's second
man defense was installed and
I.vnehbun- College
coaches to the annual help nf Ms tean 6-3.
It was a bad work in basketball
for longwood College as the cirls
dropped two of their three games.
which lowers their record to eight
wins and four losses Morris
Harvey College was the only
victory longwood could pull on'
as they lost two close ones to
Madison and Norfolk State.
longwood traveled to Godwin
Hall February 4 to take on the
Put chesses of Madison College.
Madison has been undefeated in
state competition and remained
so after their 87-80 triumph over
I ongwood. Although it was ;i bigh
scoring encounter, defense was
the name of the game as each
tean continually switched their
defenses. The kev to th«
I ongwood defense was senior en-

Fencing Team Has Successful

First Week Of College Season

reserve Colleen Rlaklo\ wa«
assigned to the tough Morris
Harvey guard Rlakley held
Coratello to four points ill the
second half, while offensive!'
recording seven points
Saturday's game proved to hr n
total disaster for l«ongw<Hid. Not
only did long wood lose the game
In Norfolk State 66-55, I ongwood
lost the services of star forward
Anita Stowe for three weeks
Stowe went Up foi a lav-lip and :i
Norfolk Slate player rut under
her. causing Stowe to land oi hoi
arm Hospital x-rays revealed n
con pressed fracture of the rlbnv
nnd a simple fracture of the arm.
longwood rouldo'l seem to pull
together after that. HS Norfolk
State began to build Iheir lead
Sue Kama and Linda Rounder
lead the longwood scorers wit I
seventeen and ten points
The JV's also hit misfnrtum
when they lost starter Debbie
Rrown will HI ankle injim
However. Brown should return
by the end of the week Ubrrti
Baptist was the .lunioi Varsity''
victim as they ranie up
w ith a 70-48 \« in Roxann F"\ led
all longwood scorer
with
sixteen points, followed h\ I'lln
Kennedv with fourteen The ,rV"«
now hold a 4-4 record
Seoroeard
I.C vs M; idisou
<i->.-»(i
McCraw: 2-3-7: Stowe
Harris: 3-0-6: Ham;,
5-2-12
Raumler: 3-2-8: Jones: 541-10
Rlaklev: 4-2-10: Hcnshav. : 1-0-2
Mitchell 3-!)-ll
I.C
vs.
Morris H
McCraw: 7-4-18: Menshaw
Wiggins: 5-0-10: Mitchell
c.resban (i-1-i; Rlakely
Stowe- 8-6-21: Rama
Harris 2-1-5: .tones:
Raun lei 4-5-13

il\e\

ii-o-n
0-2-2
3-1-7
74-14
0-0-0

IC vs Norfolk State M. Craw
1-1-3: Henshaw: 2-0-4: Wiggm
n-0-O: Mitchell 0-2-?; C.icshatn
o-o-o. Rlakley: 3-1-7: Stowe 2-04; Mama: 8-1-17: Harris: 3-0-6;
.lone- 1-0-2; Raumler- 4-2-10
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Does The Honor Code Really Work?
(Continued from Page 4)
Kathy Kaczmarek 77

Yes, I

Judicial Board. I do think of it in
terms of academics.
Sandy Frey 78: It's a good
system. I've been to two other
schools and at test time you
always worry about other people
cheating.
Cheryl Walvoord 78: A lot of
people obey the Code because we
have it. The Code does make a
difference
Dr. A. B. Cristo I think the
Honor Code is mandatory. It
[days an important role: a
person's word is his bond. It
needs to he strictly adhered to he

fin Students shouldn't be held
responsible for turning in other
students because they might find
out
Mary rseman '79: It's not
working. People won't turn in
their friends because they value
their friends more
Wendy Blackwell 77: I take it
seriously, thouj'l.1 don't notice if
everyone is taking advantage of
the situation
Teresa Vedder '77: Yes, it's
serious. In ;i lot of areas it works.
good.
I mean academics, hut when it
Dr. Maria Silveira: I trust my
r-omes to drill's and alcohol the\
fellow
man and until they prove
aren't taken int" consideration.
me
wrong
I will believe in the
It's academics vs social
Honor
Code.
In my 12 vears here.
Bettie Mass 77: Yes. I believe
in it
I wish it were more I've only had one case. If we
accept the Code, we Shouldn't
• ■ffeitive. though.
have
any reservations
it's not
Tnsh Howland 7fi I believe In
an
Honor
Code
if
you
don't
it It works for me. I turned
believe
in
your
students.
li yself in my freshman year
it
Dr. R. P. Webber: With the
was a moral obligation to myself.
Hill Atkinson 79: It's;, joke On Honor Code here at l.ongw"od.
the student side, students don't there is much less cheating than
p.iv attention to it On the legal at other schools I've been in
side, I'n not sure that there ii contact with
Dr. .1. M. Helms Having been
solid legal ground for the finer
in
schools without a Code
points ;is interpreted !>v the
answers this. MY opening lecture
administration
Ruth Bourne '77: I do lake it each semester urges the students
seriously. We n ust get it to hr to sign this code in full. It give^
the students the freedom and
stressed n«ore in the classes,
Rhonda Knight 78 Very Kood ability to work together with their
system. More students should instructor.
Peh Webb 77: Yes. I helieve in
abide h\ it.If 1 have InstiHb for n
it. 1 would turn someone in. It's
tesl-the\ Should loo
Km. Padgett 79- its not taken not effective enough People
HS seriously ;is it should hi'
don't take it seriously, they sign it

Retina Roberts "79:

Good

Systen . Should accept one's
written word as well as one's
spoken word. They (professors)
are degrading the ('ode by not
believing in us.
Sharon Connors 79:
A*- ;i
freshman, it's a rood start for
college life It's a chance from
high school
n ore trust
Debbie Richel 79: It works ton
i ertain extent. It gives moaning
In rollege ;IIKI npportimib tstudents.
Diane RoMnsmi 70 It works
Teaches students to earn bis own
rrade Nice ceremony-real I'lean
i thumbs upt.
An \
Trin»mer 77 Yes. it
works and I take it seriouslj
Vickie Smith '78 Yes. it's good
they have it
Dnnna fofley 79- I lielieve in
it You are betrayint1 your own
name »nd dishonoring yourself
b\ disoheyini1 the Honor Code ii
.my wa\ .
Kenit.i Walker 79
Yes. I
believe in It. It works better thue
1 thought
Dr II I Willel: As I t.-11 k with
■ ullcagUCS .it other institutions,
ours is ;is or more viable than
others, i'n rl.nl the Rotuada is
focusing on it \ lot pan be done

Marj Anne Wcstover 76: It
realb
make- people more
• •onscienlions.
dare Baxter *77: I believe in it
Many students don't nnymore. 1
wouldn't turn anyone in He
should have the honor to turn
bin self in
Miss P Nirkolaa: I take it very
senoush . I sii|i|x>rt it and I'\••■

always been in a situation In have
one Students should he trusted

Retay Crupper 77
Code

Academic

YFS. Social Code

Tracy Nepivoda 78

NO

l lake it

serionsh .is far as cheating h
this school, the i'm\v is taken so
serionsh that it's student against
student. There is loo much power
in their and the\ gn wild
Dr J. (' Cussed People I'm in
contact with in classes seem t<>
take it serionsh The tangible
evidence We have are the cases
that are hrongbt before the

because it's n andatory on any
paper

Robin Deans 78: I wouldn't
< heal because I just don't. Rut
whether there is a Code or not
Some people still will cheat
Susan Robertson 78: I went to
a school with an unenforced code
There is less cheating here
hut
some do cheat anyway
Cindy Russell 79: We heard
about it before coming here 1
think n oat freshmen take it

seriously.
Rhonda Higgins'78: I respect it
and 1 honor it and I think I would
really would l>e afraid if 1 did
anything to break it'
Cltery 1 Hailey 77: I take it
seriously but it's going, downhill
because kids take advantage of
it
.In l4*ili 77: Any grades I've
rotten here have been my OUT. I
like the classroom aspects of the
Code but socially I don't care for
it. I want to be responsible for my
own actions
Nancy Leach 7fi: Yes. it's a
good rode. I couldn't sign it if I
didn't helieve in it
Jackie Person 77 Yes. I take it
i ery seriously.
Anne Saunders 76: It's a good
Code if everyone follows it The
Mil) wa\ it will work is if
everyone follows it I've never
seen anyone cheat, though
Patti Patterson 78- it's MI

wholeheartedly in favor of it and
depend on it. In the 14 years I've
heen here, I've had few violations
and the fact that we do have a
Code cuts down on cheating.
That's
one reason I'm at
Ponguood. I take it seriouslv and
assume toy students do, too
That's why teaching here is so
pleasurable. Its' administration
here adds character and quality
to long wood.
Stacey Christian 79: I like it.
it's a good thine I write it down
before I take a test It's kind of
like a seal. It makes you feel good
to know that hopefully everyone
goes by it
Joyce Fanes 77: It's a
reminder to everyone and there's
more honor as a result. The
tendency to cheat is cut down
Karen Webb 77: It doesn't
work very well. I work In the
library and I know it doesn't work
i book stealing. .. 11 don't have an
alternate solution. I've never
seen anyone cheat on a test
Or. W. K. Meshejian: I can give
take home tests. I stick with th<
Code and have to he able to trust
then . I couldn't do that if wc
didn't have a
Code. It's also
convenient to me and m\
students.
Marvin Bourne 7fi: Social] v
and Academically it's well
thought of and respected
Regina Mason 79: It works and is
respected. You just can't cheat
when you know you signed it
Janice Slate 78: Teachers take
it too much for granted and
students just write it and that's it.
Brenda Stanle\ 78: Some use it
and some don't. Take home tests
should be more defined

Sammy Couture 79: It seems
to work to me.
Susan Grange 79: I'm very
aware of it
it works to an
extent. If someone is going to
steal, then that's just another
rule that they are breaking. It all
depends on their conscience I'd
think twice before cheating.

James Harrison 78- I enjoy i'
because I'n trusted by mv
professor.

Poxann Fox 77: I'n> aware of
it - working with Judicial Hoard
for a time. It is academic as well
as social. It's necessary as a
reminder not as a punishment
People break rules
undc
pressure academically
some
outside stimuli influence their
decision. The Social Code is pure
peer pressure. They don't realize
until it's too late. I think some
people feel like children again
and feel as if they are being
watched But. I feel it helps them
to become adults and realize
some of the rules of societ\ We'll
always have rules in life and we
have to follow them now. I think
it's the host student-oriented
thing we have on campus right
now. I say that because students
break the rules and are brought
much of a ritual that noone realb before students.
follows it.
Terry Donohne 7fi: The majority
Sharon Apple 78: it's a good upholds it academically hut not
system hut as far as signing it socially. The same ones that
each time on a test
after break the Code break the rules
initially sinning it
it's not anyway. Rut. it does discourage
needed. People hurt themselves some people.
by cheating and it's not my place
Sue Hona: It does work
to turn them in I'm here for an academically. People steal and
education.
it's not reported.
Kim Fridinger 78: It's good.
Miss M. A. Graves: This is my
hut so many people take it so first semester here and I'm
serinush ' I think Judicial Hoard impressed with it. This is the
hearings should have randomly third school I've taught at and
chosen juries from the student the first school with a Code.
hod}
People here act in responsible
Becca Gee 78: rollege is too ways most of the tune and thev
hignot to have one It's up to him should be responsible for their
to be honest
h.'s just cheating actions.
himself. I do take it seriouslv.
Mr P. A. Rublev I take it
Pr
ii
p
Ravage:
I'm serionsh
I never suspect a

a

student. We should use it since we
do have one. But. it's not
everything the Honor Code
should be. Honor is not just lying,
cheating and stealing.
Dr. I. M. Hall: Overall. I
believe the majority doesn't
cheat. But. given human nature.
Pin not
nieve and know that
some do. The Code is much better
than proctoring. Those that
cheat, cheat themselves. An
honorable person is always
honorable. Conduct must carry
through. A basically honorable
person abides by it. It's a
subjhective question. When a
student signs the Code. I'm
obligated to believe them with
this Code.
Miss S. H. May This Honor
Code should be Social as well as
Academic
I take it verv
seriously and would hate to see it
disappear. I'd hate to have to be
suspicious of students and have to
proctor them as if thev were high
school kids. As I said. I'd hate to
see this school lose it and I do
think it works.
Willa Jean f)erbin 77: Yes. I
think it works. Not everyone
takes it seriously
it is abused. I
would turn someone in for
cheating. The Honor Code
upholds the integrity and
character of our school. The Code
is good.
Sandy Scott '77: Yes. it is a
good Code. It is instilled in us as
freshmen but I don't think it is
enforced enough.
Emily Rurgwyn 77: It's great
I can't see I-ongwood having any
other system. People think the
Honor Code is an individual thing
but it should incorporate the
entire student body. I hope
everyone will read the articles
the Rotunda is doing and educate

themselves about the Code
Tilsia Stephens 78: Yes. I take
the Code very seriouslv When it
conies down to it
everyone
does. If the opportunity to cheat
arises
most people will think
twice. People are aware that it
exists so it should he up to them
individually, whether thev abide

by it. We aren't children.
Candy Maifield 7fi: People
wind up paying for their own
mistakes. And 1 think people out
looking
for
cheaters
are
troublemakers.
Mrs. R. Dieffenbacher: I
believe in it but I'd like to see it
really work
in the smallest
area
the other fellow. He did
the work, not you. I've been
brought up on it and it works We
have problems in the dormitories
and honor comes into it herestealing.
Mrs. I. Cole: This has been
stressed as an academic code.,
and not enough emphasis put on
the social side. There is much
stealing and abuse of furniture
and the elevators. Rreakinc
furniture out of Immaturity is not
a college attitude. They aren't
responsible for their own room
keys or property. In each
highrise during one year, we
unlock 1.000 doors' That isn't
responsibility. We do have plenty
of good kids. The HampdenSydney boys are wonderful, its
the out of town boys who are
trouble. Sneaking in and out nf
the fire doors is not honor, either
Responsibility is a big part of the
Code and these kids are old
enough to live up to it
Pr. H. R. Rlackwell: I have
always been overwhelmed by the
care and consideration shown bv
the Roard. And as Dean of the
College I was always Informed
about the hearings and charges
made. The Deans make the
decision whether or not to
suspend someone
the Roard
hears the case The number
charged was only a percentage nf
the cases actually turned in.
Manv students have been
protected by this Code and have
also been protected from publi'
accusation.
Well, there we have it If you've
formulated vour own opinion
about the Honor Code and Would
like equal time, iust drop vour
opinions in the Rotunda
box
' 1133). Remember, the squeaky
wheels get the oil.

Girls like it.
^Sendthefc
*
FTLV

LOVEBCINDLE
Is there a better reason
to send an FTD Love
Bundle1"? Maybe
because she'll like
you bettei for it
Send these
beautiful bios
soms with a
kissing angel

and a red heart to your
special Valentine today.
She'll get the message.
Visit our shop and let
us show you all our
beautiful Valentine
flowers to send to
all the women
in your life.

$12.50
And
$15.00
WXJR KXTHA TOUCH nowsr

REACH OUT ANDTOUCH HER THE FTD FLORIST WAY

OR MAY WE SUGGEST:
A beautiful arrangement of spring flowers including
jonquils. Iris, tulips, etc. or a potted Hyancith,
Kalanchoe, Varigated Begonia, Azalea or Mum.
PLEASE ORDER EARLY

Carter's Flower Shop
"One Bloek From The Hospital"
711W. Third St.
Phone 392-3151
Farmville, Va.

